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direction of federalism and intergovernmental relations in this
era of racial integration, equal rights for women, abortion,
grants-in-aid, environmental concerns, a national speed limit,
and prayers in public schools, to name only a few areas of controversy. Wright comments: “In recent decades, economic and
political complexity have combined with rapid rates of social and
technological change to reduce the capacity of the courts and
legislatures to deal with continuous pressures for policy change.
This has put greater pressure on and allowed greater latitude to
administrators in formulating and executing public policy”
). The three governors, in an interesting joint discussion,
(p.
describe their experiences in wrestling with the problems created by the new mutual dependencies among all the levels of
government.
This book is a collection of thoughtful observations on how
well the governmental structure in the United State is accomplishing the job of accommodating society to rapid and significant change.
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Lewis B. Hershey, Mr. Selective Service. By George Q. Flynn.
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985. Pp.
xv, 386. Illustrations, notes, essay on sources, index. $24.95.)
The young antiwar demonstrators who filled the ranks of
the counterculture in the 1960s found in Lewis B. Hershey a
bete noire to symbolize everything they most detested. Lifelong
military man (with sixty-two years of active military duty when
he retired), director of the Selective Service for three decades,
conservative Republican devoted to his family, his country, and
the traditional, time-tested virtues, Hershey held a political philosophy best summarized in his favorite quotation from Stephen
Decatur: “Our country, right or wrong.”
Though he became so intensely hated by student protestors
in the 1960s that he required FBI protection for public appearances, General Hershey never really quite was the stereotypical
military tyrant. “Expecting a ramrod martinet with a chest full
of ribbons,” George Q. Flynn writes in this sympathetic biography, “the students instead saw a gray-haired, generally disheveled grandfather in civilian clothes who sounded like a
Chautauqua comedian” (p. 241). Indeed, Hershey’s incontrovertible faith in decentralization probably made him more Jeffersonian than any of his critics might suspect.
Following Hershey from his early days a t Tri-State College
in Angola through his military career, which began in the Indi-
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ana National Guard in 1911 and did not end until his forced
retirement in 1973, Flynn, professor of history at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock, not only illuminates Hershey’s life but
also gives an excellent history of American military policy from
World War I1 to Vietnam: Hershey headed the draft under six
presidents-fromFranklin D. Roosevelt in 1941 toRichardNixonand the book is as much a careful study of national defense and
the bureaucratic problems of manpower mobilization as it is a
biography of the general.
Obviously a n exhaustive researcher, Flynn allows the record to speak for itself, distancing himself from the controversy
that often surrounded Hershey’s life after the draft protests of
the 1960s. Though objectivity is supposed to be the historian’s
virtue, one does long for Flynn to jump into the fray occasionally
and use stronger language to describe what were many times
symbolically bitter confrontations. This is only a minor criticism, however, of what is a first-rate biography and a n excellent
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scholarly history of American military policy during a critical
thirty-year period.
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Oral Roberts: A n American Life. By David Edwin Harrell, J r .
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985. Pp. xiv, 622.
Illustrations, bibliographical essay, notes, index. $29.95.)
In this path-breaking biography of America’s foremost Pentecostal evangelist, David Edwin Harrell, respected historian of
southern religion a t the University of Alabama, Birmingham,
begins by examining the social context of rural, small-town
Oklahoma where experiential religion was a way of life. Born in
1918, Oral Roberts was a product of this environment. Embarking upon a preaching career in the mid-l940s, he clawed his way
to the top of the heap of independent Pentecostal evangelists by
means of itinerant healing crusades that made him a national
figure. Around 1960 he sensed that healing had just about run
its course and jumped on a new bandwagon, the charismatic renewal that was starting to sweep through mainline Protestant
and Catholic churches alike. He folded up the big tent and turned
to television, replaced miracle-working with soul-saving and the
baptism of the Holy Spirit, and through a simple, positive, inclusive message gained a worldwide ecumenical following. With this
came money, power, and acclaim; the Oklahoma farm boy had
made good.
Roberts was fascinated by wealth and its symbols, as could
be seen in the succession of homes he acquired; the futuristic
buildings of Oral Roberts University, which he created to “perpetuate” his ministry; and the grandiose City of Faith medical
center, a monument to human ego rivaled only by the Pyramids.
The friendship of Billy Graham, his junior by nine months, enabled him to enter the mainstream of American evangelicalism,
and in 1968 he transferred his membership and ordination from
the Pentecostal Holiness church of his youth to the United
Methodist church. At the same time, Roberts became accepted
by the community in Tulsa, where his operation was centered,
because of the vast amount of money it brought into the local
economy, the clean-cut youth that populated the ORU campus,
and Roberts’s own political and economic conservatism.
Although accepting neither Roberts’s theology nor his claim
of miracle-working power, Harrell endeavors to portray the

